
A full on 7-day High Arctic Expedition in Polar Bear territory with 
the midnight sun for company. Absolutely superb experience.
 Location - Spitzbergen, Norway; the most northerly settlement in the world
 Covers ~up to 100km across glacier, sea ice and mountain passes
 Remote, isolated Polar Bear terrain and everything is pulled in pulks
 No previous cross country skiiing or winter camping experience required
 Access to area is by fast sea rafts

NORWAY, 78° NORTH, ARCTIC CHALLENGE

info@travelandtrek.com +44 1529 488 159 +44 7725 943 108 

Destination Spitzbergen, Norway

Difficulty Tough

Altitude Negligible

Trip Duration 12 days UK ~ UK

Nights in Tents 6 nights

Nights in Guesthouse 5 nights (2 of them are in Oslo, transit)

Meals Most meals from arrival to departure, see itinerary

 

FAST FACTS

http://www.travelandtrek.com
https://twitter.com
https://www.facebook.com/travelandtrekcom-187423197952045/?ref=tn_tnmn
https://www.facebook.com/travelandtrekcom-187423197952045/?ref=tn_tnmn
https://www.caa.co.uk/atol-protection/
http://www.ipplondon.co.uk
https://www.gov.uk/knowbeforeyougo
https://www.gov.uk/knowbeforeyougo
http://www.cotswoldoutdoor.com
https://www.travelandtrek.com/booking/


Professional Guides - all of our Guides are professionals, speak 
excellent English and are very familiar with this part of the world.

No Supplements to extend - we charge no admin fees to extend your 
trip dates or alter the departure or return flight dates. You just pay 
for any additional costs of the hotels and/or increase in flight costs.

Flexibility - we can arrange this trip on different dates to suit a pre-
formed group provided they are suitable for this trip.

Great Adventure - we offer a great variety of adventures, most within 
reach of the averagely fit person. Whilst this can be extreme, it is 
conducted by highly professional Guides with a high level of safety 
and is very flexible. The rewards are immense.

Specialist Equipment Included - we include all of the specialist arctic 
equipment in the price; it’s too important to leave it out. Cross 
country skis, boots, poles, tents, cookers, pulks and all other snow 
equipment are all included. You can take your own if you wish.
Safety Back-Up - this is a serious trip and we ensure that we are 
equipped to be able to get you out under virtually any conditions 
should it become necessary.
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Introduction

Why travel with us?

Low Minimum Numbers
Our trips are perfect for solo travellers wishing to book on their 
own to join a trip which is guaranteed at an early stage.
Low Minimum numbers enables small pre-formed groups to tailor 
their trek to suit particular dates as opposed to joining a fixed 
group, and without incurring high additional charges.

Low Guaranteed Status
Peace of mind from the outset enabling you to make your travel 
plans immediately as opposed to waiting for a future ‘guaranteed 
status’ and the uncertainty of cancellation due to lack of minimum 
numbers.

Your protection.....peace of mind!
All our trips provide complete protection with ATOL or International 
Passenger Protection. See last page for full details.

 

Fly into the most northerly settlement in the world (78° North) and immerse yourself in a remote, high arctic environment on this full 
on wilderness skiing expedition; this is Polar Bear territory. Whilst it is not essential to have previous cross country skiing and winter 
camping experience, it would be an advantage.
Our Norway 78° North Arctic Challenge starts in Longyearbyen (Spitzbergen), from where a fast boat takes you across the Fjord to 
your starting point on the sea ice. From here, the expedition is on its own, venturing into the unspolit wilderness.
The expedition will work its way over the pristine white glacial terrain assisted by 1 or 2 Alaskan Huskies, there to assist with pulling 
some supplies. The initial objective is to get up onto the plateau and explore the region from there. You will be taught how to build 
a good, well functioning base camp using the superb equipment supplied. This is real freedom, no fixed timings during this flexible 
phase, which maybe dictated by the weather.
There is plenty of wildlife to keep your eyes open for, including Ringed and Beared Seals and Polar Bears - yes, Polar Bears.
At this time of year, it’s the land of the midnight sun; no full darkness! This sheer white, frozen landscape is spectacular and unspoilt.
The expedition continues over the Nanyen Pass and eventually down to the sea again for pick up by boat and back to 
Longyearbyen.
This expedition is for any aspiring adventurer, looking for something different, something spectacular and yet without the full skills 
of a cross country skier or winter camper. It’s a serious trip with resilience and flexibility and professional Guides to keep you on the 
right track.

https://www.caa.co.uk/atol-protection/
http://www.ipplondon.co.uk
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Important:
Whilst the above itinerary is the intended aim of this trip, a variety 
of factors may force changes. Adventure trips of this nature, which 
include (but not restricted to) adverse weather conditions, political 
instability and difficulties with transportation, may all cause plans to be 
changed and are out of our control or that of the Guide. Any changes 
affecting the group will be explained but ultimately the subsequent 
action will be the Guide’s decision with safety and the original aim in 
mind.
Furthermore, our trips do carry inherent risk as they as they are invari-
ably carried out in remote, mountainous (high altitude), arctic or desert 
conditions where professional medical assistance is not immediately 
available.
A good degree of flexibility, patience, robustness, understanding and 
‘go with the flow’ attitude is often what is required.
If you are not willing to accept these type of conditions or risks then 
these trips are perhaps not for you.

NORWAY, 78° NORTH ARCTIC CHALLENGE
Itinerary

No previous cross country skiing or winter camping experience is 
required but it will be an advantage.

Day 1, Depart UK, Arrive Oslo (overnight transit)
Fly from London direct to Oslo for an overnight transit stop (airport hotel), 
en route to Longyearbyen.
Day 2, Depart Oslo, Arrive Longyearbyen
Fly from Oslo direct to Longyearbyen and transfer to the Guesthouse. 
Your Guide will meet you there. You will stay for 2 nights here. Dinner 
this evening is the official first gathering of the group. The Guide will go 
through the program for the trip and the skiing route. Your guide will also 
go through your personal outdoor equipment with you to make sure you 
have everything you need for the trip and that the equipment meets the 
standards that the Arctic environment requires. BD
Day 3, Full and Final Preparations
Today is dedicated to making final preparations and the packing of 
all of the equipment. It is essential that all team members know what 
equipment is with them. You will be teamed up with 1 or 2 other 
expedition members with whom you will work together and share a tent 
on the trip. Training will be given on the tents and other equipment being 
used.  There will be time to make your final personal preparations and 
adjustments. Your guide will go through safety routines, skiing routines 
and how to handle the dogs in the best way possible. There will be some 
spare time for any last minute shopping and look around the town. B

Day 4, Fast Boat to start point, Start skiing
After breakfast and an introduction to our four-legged friends who 
will accompany us on the trip, it’s onto the fast open boat across the 
Isfjorden towards Ymerbukten. This scenic fjord on the northern side of 
the great Isfjorden is our gateway into the real Arctic wilderness. When 
we arrive in the Ymerbukten fjord, the boatman will put us safely onto the  
sea ice in front of the glacier. From here we will work our way towards 
land and up onto the glacier. On the way up the glacier, the dogs will help 
us pull some of the equipment; they love it! This evening will be the first 
night in tents. BLD

Day 5, Expedition
Wake to a stunning white wilderness view from the glacier over 
Ymerbukta and the surrounding mountains. Most of the day is an easy 
uphill, until we reach the plateau at about 500 meters above sea level. 
BLD

Days 6 - 8, Expedition - 3 Full Days on the Glacier Plateau
We will make our way across this vast and flat glacier landscape. 
Up here, the winter is still strong, we can get hard winds and low 
temperatures, or we can get fabulous mild and sunny days. No matter 
what kind of weather, this great landscape will give us a real taste of how 
big and impressive Arctic nature can be. We hope to spend 2 nights in 
the same camp. This will give us the opportunity to do a daytrip without 
the pulks. Depending on the weather, skiing conditions and the group, 
we have several different possibilities for daytrips - getting high onto a 
mountain top or swooping down into the St. Jons fjorde to explore the 
sea ice and the wildlife associated with it. BLD

Day 9, Expedition - The Nansen Pass and Bore Glacier
Today we start the descent off of the glacier and camp close to the 
Nansen pass, the mountain pass that separates the Nansen glacier and 
the Bore glacier. When we are down from the pass we come out onto the 
mighty Bore glacier where we once again get the spectacular view over 
Isfjorden and we can even spot the mountains around Longyearbyen 
50km away. We make our last camp above the glacier front. BLD

Day 10, Expedition - Last Day on ice, Fast Boat back to Longyearbyen      

Last day on the ice. We pack up our camp as usual and start our way 
down the glacier front, through the moraine landscapes and onto the 
sea ice of Borebukta. Around lunch time the boat will be back to pick us 
up and we travel back to Longyearbyen. After arriving at the port we will 
all be transported back to the guest house for a hot shower and a good 
dinner. BLD

Day 11, Depart, fly to Oslo
Breakfast and depart for Oslo, overnight airport hotel.

Due to the nature of this trip, we cannot guarantee that it will return to 
Longyearbyen on schedule. We therefore recommend you add at least 1 
night onto the end of your trip.

Day 12, Depart Oslo, Arrive London
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Trip Details

NORWAY, 78° NORTH ARCTIC CHALLENGE

Group Size and Low Number Guaranteed Status
Our treks are generally run with smaller numbers ensuring a more 
personal and efficient service throughout. With these smaller group 
sizes, our guides are able to better care for each individuals needs and 
abilities, working at their pace to achieve greater success and a far better 
experience. 
This trip is guaranteed to depart with a min of 2 pax, max 8. 

Flight Inclusive or Land Only
We offer both flight inclusive and Land Only packages to suit the 
individual.    
Services Included
 • International flights London - Longyearbyen, including 2 x overnight 
hotel stops in Oslo en route in both directions (not Land Only)
 • Guesthouse in Longyearbyen, 3 nts, twin share, full board
 • All meals from Day 2 dinner to Day 11 b’fast, except lunch and dinner 
on Day 3. B’fast only in Oslo hotels en route.
 • Vehicle and boat transport to/from start of expedition
 • English speaking qualified Guide
 • Provision of snow shovels, pulks, cooking stoves 
 • Hire of cross country touring skis, poles, boots
Services Excluded
 • If Land Only, international flights and accommodation en route.
 • Transport to/from Longyearbyen Guesthouse (short bus ride)
 • Travel insurance
 • Personal spending

Sole Occupation
Sole occupation is available in the Guesthouse (Longyearbyen) and the 
airport hotels in transit. Separate costs apply. See website for costs.

Accommodation
Longyearbyen - We use a comfortable guesthouse with very friendly 
staff. Rooms are on a twin share unless you specifically request sole 
occupation.
In Transit, good quality airport hotels close to the airport. Twin share and 
triple rooms will be used unless sole occuaption is specifically requested.

On Expedition, you will using high quality tents designed for the 
environment. Sole occupation not available.

Travelling to/from Longyearbyen (Overnight transits)
Getting to/from Longyearbyen generally requires an overnight stop 
in Oslo in both directions due to flight schedules. The itinerary in this 
document shows this and the costs are included. This may change 
from time to time and we will inform you of those changes at the time of 
booking.
The cost of those overnight stops is included in the price unless you are 
on a Land Only trip. The overnight accommodation will be a good quality 
airport hotel, close enough to use an airport shuttle bus.
Practicalities in Longyearbyen dictate that it is more efficient for you 
to make your way to the Guesthouse by bus or taxi. Regular buses go 
straight passed the Guesthouse. The airport is just 3km from the town. 
The cost of the bus is approx £7.

Hire Equipment
In this type of environment, having the correct equipment is essential 
to your comfort, safety and general survival. We therefore avoid any 
problems and include the hire of the skis, boots and poles. These will 
be made available to you on arrival.
Other equipment can be hired from Norway (pre-arranged). These items 
include sleeping bags, roll mats and climbing harnesses. Please see the 
Kit List for full details.
If you have your own and wish to take it, you can do so but if on 
inspection it is deemed unsuitable, you will be asked to hire it.

Meal Plan
All meals from Day 2 (dinner) to Day 11 (b’fast) are included, except lunch 
and dinner of Day 2. B’fasts in hotels en route in Oslo.
Much of the food on the expedition will be freeze dried or frozen due to 
the nature of the trip. You can expect cereals for breakfast, pre-prepared 
meals for lunch and meats/fish and vegetables for dinner. All expedition 
members are expected to assist with all elements of the expedition 
including meal preparation. Please inform us if you have any dietary 
requirements such as vegetarian.

Thermos Flask (1 litre). As part of the Kit List, you are required to take 
one of these for hot fluides during the day, specifically for lunch (they are 
freeze dried rations).

Water
Tap water is perfectly safe to drink here and water on the expedition will 
be boiled ice.

Fitness
This trek is graded as ‘Tough’. For 7 days, you will be living on ice. Your 
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NORWAY, 78° NORTH ARCTIC CHALLENGE
General Information

Kit and Equipment
An equipment list is provided and highlight any specialised equipment 
you will require and also act as a packing check list.
Make sure you read this carefully, some items are very important, some 
can be hired in Norway (pre-arranged). If in any doubt - ask.

Guidance on Tipping
Tipping Guides or other trek staff is NOT expected in Norway.

Guide and Support Staff
Our Guides in Norway of are a very high standard. They have a wealth of 
experience.

Weather
The time of year chosen for these expeditions are done so for the best 
weather conditions. The weather is more stable and milder.
This location is on the 78th degree latitude line; the most northerly 
regular inhabited place on earth. At this time of year, it is conducted 
under the full midnight sun; no darkness!
Average day temperatures are around -5 deg C; slightly lower at night. It 
can drop to -20 deg C up on the plateau. Plan for that temperature.
In clear conditions, there is no better place to be. Crisp, white hard snow 
and ice with no-one in sight!
Bright sunshine can also cause problems with the sheer brightness on 
the eyes and also sunburn from the reflective rays. Full protection must 
be carried.

Rescue Services
Longyearbyen has professional medical facilities. The Expedition is 
equippped with Satphone and Beacon. Emergency situations are dealt 
with in accordance with the seriousness of it and either helicopter or boat 
transport brought in to assist.
Guides are First Aid trained often beyond that of the standard 
requirements.
Clients are required to have their own travel insurance. We will ask for 
proof.

Vaccinations and Medical
You should visit your doctor and dentist during the run up to your trip 
for a general check up and to discuss the most up to date requirements 
regarding vaccinations and medication you may require. You can also 
seek advice online by visiting fitfortravel.nhs.uk
You should carry your own medical kit to cover your personal needs. The 
Guide will also be carrying a small medical kit. An itemised list to assist 
you is included on our Information webpage.
We may also ask you for a fitness certificate from your GP.

Visa and Passport Requirements
Your passport should be valid for the period you are in Norway.
If your passport states ‘BRITISH CITIZEN’, no visa is required.

Travel Documents
In addition to carrying your documents, (passport and travel documents 
are examples) you are advised to have a back up if they get lost or are 
stolen. We would recommend that you carry a colour photocopy of the 
documents and ask a friend to carry the copies. Make sure that they 
are protected from the elements and general wear. Clear plastic bags or 
lamination are good enough. You can also scan the documents before 
you travel and make them accessible using one of the many facilities 
available these days such as iCloud or use a web based e-mail server 
such as Hotmail or Yahoo. Alternatively, carry a portable hard drive or 
memory stick with you.

Insurance
It is a condition of joining any of our trips that you are insured against 
medical and personal accident risks (to include repatriation costs, air 
ambulance and helicopter rescue services).  We also recommend that 
your policy includes cover for delayed/missed departure and cancellation 
insurance, as all deposits paid are non-refundable.  Please ensure that 

tent is your home. Expect -20*C up on the plateau (see weather section) 
so your equipment must be geared accordingly. Should the weather 
close in, you have no choice but to ‘batten down the hatches’ and wait 
for it to clear. 
This trip entails moving on cross country touring skis, pulling a pulk 
(sledge) behind you weighing 25 - 30kg (using a harness around the 
waist). The skiing is generally a shuffling action in order to pull the pulk 
along so a good degree of strength is required. This is in addition to 
the physical effort required to set up camp, cook and break camp the 
following day. This may be conducted in very cold weather.
A good level of fitness is required, primarily endurance combined with a 
certain amount of robustness.

This trip is designed to be enjoyable within a challenging framework. No 
one is trying to kill you! If you are struggling with the weight of the pulk, 
teamwork will take hold and some weight will be re-distributed to other 
expedition members and/or the dogs.

Skiing
No previous cross country skiing experience is necessary, although of 
course it is an advantage. You will be shown how to use the skis and the 
terrain is easy enough. Assistance will be provided for anyone struggling 
with the combined action of skiing and pulling the pulk.

Winter Camping Experience
No previous winter camping experience is required. That said, you must 
go with the correct mind set of what this expedition entails. You are 
living on ice, it will be cold and you must be prepared to fully act as one 
of the team and muck in with the tasks required to keep a team like this 
functional.

Alaskan Husky Dogs
Accompanying the expedition will be 1 or 2 x Alaskan Husky dogs. These 
beautiful animals are willing workhorses and are there to help pull the 
supplies. They are not there to pull you!, just help where necessary.

Wildlife
In this harsh environment, you may spot some Ringed and Beared Seals 
as well as the King of them all, the Polar Bear. 
Fear not, our Guides are well equipped to deal with any situation.

Spending Money
You need very little spending money on this trip, save for any time you 
wish to spend in the town.
Norwegien Kroner is readily available in the UK prior to travel.
There are ATM’s available. Be aware that Longyearbyen can be expensive 
for general everyday things such as meals.
We recommend that you carry a credit card with you at all times for 
emergency purposes.

Baggage Allowance
The only baggage restriction is the airline’s allowance (usually a min of 
20kg - 23kg depending on the airline).

You are not restricted on the trip as whatever weight you take on trek, 
you will be pulling it in addition to your group stores (share of the tent, 
food and other group supplies).

A Typical Day
Once breakfast is complete, it’s break camp (if applicable) and prepare 
to move in a fairly coordinated manner. Waiting around in what could be 
very cold conditions is not a good idea.
During the day, it’s a case of make progress or explore the area with 
plenty of rest stops as required until the night stop location is reached. 
Once there, make camp and settle in for the night with plenty of food to 
replenish potentially tired bodies.
We should re-emphasise that this is a very flexible itinerary and can/will 
be changed in accordance with the group’s progress.

https://www.travelandtrek.com/information/kit-lists/travel-insurance/
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NORWAY, 78° NORTH ARCTIC CHALLENGE

your insurer is aware of your full itinerary and that you are covered for the 
activities being undertaken. 
You will be asked to provide proof of your policy details together with a  
Medcial and Emergency Form (provided). 
We strongly recommend that you take out your travel insurance as 
soon as you make your booking in order to gain the full benefits of 
the policy (ie cancellation).
If you have an annual policy in place with your bank for example, you 
should check that the cover is adequate for your trip.
For further information, advice and companies, go to our Information 
webpage (we do not sell insurance).
Be aware that this area is not covered by the E111.

Longyearbyen
Longbearbyen is the most northerly settlement in the world (78° North), 
a settlement being defined as having 1000 inhabitants or more. It’s 
population as at Dec 2015 was 2144.
It is the largest settlement on the Svalbard archipelago and situated on 
the largest island, Spitzbergen.
You may find it a little expensive, so watch your prices!
Longyearbyen was, and still is to some degree, a mining community.
Tourism also now forms a good part of their income. The archipelego has 
just 50km of road.

Electrical Supply
Longyearbyen has a good electrical supply, a standard European 2-pin 
adaptor plug will do.

Communications
Mobile coverage is good in Longyearbyen and poor to non existent whilst 
on the expedition. The Guesthouse has wifi.

Know Before You Go!
As a reputable tour operator, Travel and Trek Limited is a partner of the 
FCO’s Know Before You Go! campaign. The campaign was introduced to 
assist and advise British citizens in their preparations for their journeys 
overseas and to stay safe and healthy while abroad. We strongly recom-
mend that you take a look at the FCO Know Before You Go website prior 
to travelling for all the latest information by following this.  
T+T treat the safety and security of all clients as the most important 
aspect of any trip we organise. We would not run any trip that we did not 
consider reasonably safe. Should the FCO advise against travel for any 
reason, we will contact everyone booked to travel to discuss the situa-

tion. We receive regular updates direct from the FCO and are in constant 
touch with our contacts on the ground. If you have any questions about 
government travel advice, please call our office. 

Reference Books and Maps
There are many books available as well as detailed web information 
should you wish to read up on Svalbard before your visit.

If you wish to purchase maps prior to travel, try Stanford’s of London.

https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/norway
https://www.gov.uk/knowbeforeyougo
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Flight Information

Your Protection

Booking a Flight Inclusive Package
The flight inclusive dates and prices are based upon flights from London 
to Longyearbyen (airport code LYR), via Oslo with an overnight stop en 
route in both directions. Departures to/from Oslo from other locations 
within the UK is possible but clients should discuss on booking. The 
default booking will be London. Once we receive your deposit, we are 
free to book flights when deemed suitable.
Overnight stops in Oslo will utilise good quality airport hotels.
Please be aware that the advertised price is available on trips booked 
well in advance of the departure date. We therefore recommend that you 
book as early as possible to avoid any increase. Any increase in price will 
only be due to flight/airport hotel price changes. We will confirm this with 
you before we process your booking.
All our flights are booked and paid for in full in advance to ensure the 
most economical, time efficient and quality flights available. We do not 
wish to see our clients endure a 12 hour indirect flight, which can be 
completed in 3 - 4 hrs! In order to do this we require payment at least 6-8 
months prior to departure or a larger deposit (depending upon date of 
booking) to secure this part of your package.

Booking Your Own Flights (Land Only). 
You SHOULD NOT book your flights until you have received your written 
confirmation from us. At this point your trip is immediately guaranteed 
and you do not need to wait for any further status updates.
You can choose to book flights that travel before the stated arrival date 
on your itinerary and depart after the departure date should you wish to 
extend your stay. We are happy to assist you with additional nights in the 
group hotel.
You MUST ensure that you arrive no later than the itinerary’s stated 
arrival day (Day 2 on these trips), and depart no sooner than the stated 
‘departure’ day. If you are unsure about the exact date, contact T&T for 
confirmation.
Land Only clients are responsible for booking any transit hotels.

International Client Bookings
Our international clients should contact us if they would like us to provide 
a flight inclusive package. You may prefer to book your own flights and 
therefore the Land Only cost will apply.  As many international flights 

You are financially protected against our insolvency.

Flight Inclusive Trips
Our ATOL Licence number is 10755. Click here to view verification.
When you buy an ATOL protected flight or flight inclusive holiday from us 
you will receive an ATOL Certificate. This lists what is financially protect-
ed, where you can get information on what this means for you and who 
to contact if things go wrong.
We, or the suppliers identified on your ATOL Certificate, will provide you 
with the services listed on the ATOL Certificate (or a suitable alternative). 
In some cases, where neither we nor the supplier are able to do so for 
reasons of insolvency, an alternative ATOL holder may provide you with 
the services you have bought or a suitable alternative (at no extra cost 
to you). You agree to accept that in those circumstances the alternative 
ATOL holder will perform those obligations and you agree to pay any 
money outstanding to be paid by you under your contract to that alterna-
tive ATOL holder. However, you also agree that in some cases it will not 
be possible to appoint an alternative ATOL holder, in which case you will 
be entitled to make a claim under the ATOL scheme (or your credit card 
issuer where applicable).
If we, or the suppliers identified on your ATOL Certificate, are unable to 
provide the services listed (or a suitable alternative, through an alterna-
tive ATOL holder or otherwise) for reasons of insolvency, the Trustees of 
the Air Travel Trust may make a payment to (or confer a benefit on) you 
under the ATOL scheme. That agree that in return for such a payment 
of benefit you assign absolutely to those Trustees any claims which you 

have or may have arising out of or relating to the non-provision of the 
services, including any claim against us, the travel agent (or your credit 
card issuer where applicable). You also agree that any such claims may 
be re-assigned to another body, if that other body has paid sums you 
have claimed under the ATOL scheme.
Click here for Consumer Information on your ATOL protection.

Land Only Trips
Our Land Only trips are protected through International Passenger Pro-
tection (IPP).  Click here for more information on what IPP does.

Consumer aware: Your booking is insured by IPP Ltd and its panel of 
insurers. This insurance is only valid for passengers who book and pay 
directly with/to Travel and Trek Limited.  If you have booked and/ or paid 
direct to a Travel Agent for a holiday with Travel and Trek Limited please 
request proof of how the booking is secured as this will not be covered 
by IPP Ltd in this instance.  For further information please go to  
www.ipplondon.co.uk
This Insurance has been arranged by International Passenger Protection 
Limited and underwritten by Insurers who are members of the Associa-
tion of British Insurers & Lloyds Syndicates.
Claim procedures: download claim form from www.ipplondon.co.uk, any 
occurrence which may give rise to a claim should be advised within 14 
days to: International Passenger Protection Limited, Claims Office, IPP 
House, 22-26 Station Road, West Wickham, Kent BR4 0PR, United King-
dom. Telephone: +44 (0) 208 7763752. Fax: +44 (0) 208 7763751.
In order to deal promptly with any claims hereunder it is essential that 
you retain all bills, receipts and other documents relating to your travel 
arrangements. Claims forms must be submitted to IPP within six months 
of date of insolvency they cannot consider or pay claims received after 
this date.  

Many of the flights and flight-inclusive holidays in this bro-
chure are financially protected by the ATOL scheme.
But ATOL protection does not apply to all holiday and travel 
services listed in this brochure. Please ask us to confirm 
what protection may apply to your booking.
If you do not receive an ATOL Certificate then the booking 
will not be ATOL protected. If you do receive an ATOL 
Certificate but all the parts of your trip are not listed on 
it, those parts will not be ATOL protected. Please see our 
booking conditions for information, or for more information 
about financial protection and the ATOL Certificate go to: 
www.atol.org.uk/ATOLCertificate
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